Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 6/30/21

- **This was an abbreviated meeting to coordinate / finalize the EdgeX Ireland release**
- Community members are reminded to vote in the TSC at-large elections. Tony Espy, Melvin Sun, Gavin Lu, and Henry Lau are our nominees for the 3 seats. Voting is open until tomorrow (7/1/31).
- The scope deck, action item notes and recordings from the Jakarta Planning Meeting are available on the project [Wiki](#).
- UST Global’s Adopter Series presentation for July is being postponed until fall. Advantech is also scheduling to present in the fall.
- The Ireland release is still a go for today.
- Bill Mahoney, release czar, and Lenny Goodell indicate everything is still on track.

- There are a few minor recent bugs that have been discovered. These are in device services and do not prohibit release.
- Changelogs for all services except the C SDK and C device services have been prepared.
- Release notes are being finalized today (see the [Wiki](#)).
- Blog posts for highlighting the release are in the hands of the marketing team for use/highlighting the release.